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Foreword 

The purpose of maintenance ia essentially to increase the lifetime 

of machines by keeping them permanently m good operating condition in 

order to avoid breakdowns which hold  up or stop production.    The need 

for sound preventive maintenance is all the more essential the greater 

the degree of mechanisation of the enterprise concerned  . 

Hit-cr-misB troubleshooting and  the anarchic situations which may- 

result  from it cannot be tolerated in  rationally organized enterprises, 

whatever the sector concerned.    Last-minute emergency repairs lead too 

often to hasty action and  to the use  of temporary solutions.    They only 

Tiake it necessary to intervene again to carry out the final repairs which 

cannot be avoided in the  long run.    Furthermore, emergency spares have to 

be stock-piled at each work post in order to prevent a breakdown of the 

assembly line,  in the case of mass-production. 

A preventive maintenance policy must ,iow replace the emergency repair 

systems with which too many enterprises are still satisfied. Moreover, as 

examples of such a policy,  one may quote the following in the cese of France: 

- in the field of civil aviation:     the airlines  (Air France) 

- in  the field of power generating stations:    E.D.F.  (Electricité de France) 

- in the field of machine tools properly speaking»    the S.N.C.F. 

(Société Nationale des chemins de Fer Francais). 

The D.T.A.T.  (Direction Technique des Armements Terrestres), which 

possesses a larger stock of machine tools than the S.N.C.F., has had a plan 

for preventive maintenance of machine  tools in operation in one of ita 

«orkshops, the Atelier de Construction in TARBES,  for more than ten yearB. 

RENAULT has carried out a similar experiment with LANDIS crankshaft 

grinding machines (these machines working at three shifts are systematically 

ïhecked every six months). 
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PLAN Vbü  PERIODIC LUBRICATION 

Preventive maintenance calle in the first place for a rational 

machine lubrication programme. ']he problem ìB to use the correct 

lubricant for a given machine, and to apply it in suitable quantity 

and at the right time to all necessary lubrication points. Lubrication 

should not be left to the initiative of the operating personnel, since 

very specific instructions are necessary, and, as soon as the size of 

the enterprise makes it possible, lubrication teams should be organized. 

In setting up a periodic lubrication plan, the following must be 

born in mind: 

1. List of the equipment to be maintained and of all its lubricating 

points ; 

2. List of lubricants recommended by the equipment manufacturers; 

3. Simplification of supplies and preparation of the lubrication table. 

The lubrication table should show for each machine: 

the lubricants for each part, and for each lubricant» the machines 

and parts for which it is to be used. 

It is often very difficult to make comparisons between oils marketed 

by various companies as th*>y use di firent references even if it is the «ame 

or nearly the same kind of oil. 

In France for example 32o oils are on the market apart from motor oils 

and oils for heat treatment, Considering this, one comes to the conolusion 

that a lubricant classification should be prepared. A rational classification 

would lead to a substantial simplification of supply. In other word«, instead 

of 320 kinds of oil you may retain,from a technical viewpoint, only eight for 

your own vise. 

The P.T.A.T. workshop in TABBES was able to reduce the number of 

products used to eight (clacsified on the basis of viscosity »lone) by 

considering only products in general use and the main products for speoial uses* 

It should be mentioned that WG 6 of the Technical Committee "Machine Tools" 

of the International Organization for Standardisation - ISO/ TC 39 / WG 6 - 

is now studying this important question of the lubrioation of machine tools. 

mamm 
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4» Standardization of lubricating système 

- Standard lubricators) for oil and for grease; 

- Luí -i cat ors painted iñ dif^3rent colours acce -xìing to the 

viscosity of the uxx  used ^white ior *he least viscous, 

black for the most viscoxis). 

5* Preparation of machine records: To be attached to the log-book 

of each machine, showing: 

parts to be lubricated, 

capacity of the lubricators, 

operations to be performed (lubrication cycle, 

frequency of draining of the gearboxes, 

lubricants to be used). 

6. Organization of lubricant storage and supply 

7. Organization of distribution And correct use of lubricants 

(inspection reports, consumption reports) 

It is essential to provide a special storeroom as veil as 

suitable equipment for the distribution and application of these 

lubricants. 

Recording operating hours of machines 

The wear and tear of equipment is not measured by days, weeks or 

months but ra aer by the total amount of running time. Aus, in the 

case of the motor car, it is the mileage accumulated which ie taken into 

account in the lubrication table which appears in the vehicle maintenance 

booklet. The operating time with and without lead oan be taken roughly 

as a criterion of the wear of a machine tool, but the load really borne, 

i.e., the energy absorbed in Kw/hourB appears to be much more reliable ae 

a criterion. This measurement can be made using time-meters connected to 

the motor power Bupply. 

The gelerai conclusion which follows from the above con«ideratione 

iß that,,along with the wattmeter measuring the power used by machining 

operations, every machine tool should be equipped with a meter measuring 

time. ThiB would make it possible not only to provide for rational 

lubrication but also to study the law governing the wear of a given machine 

versus operating tin»«» and "to schedule in advance the necessary overhaul. 

This information is completely lacking at the present time in the case, 

for example, of spindle bearings and slideways. 
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During operations oils are Inspected by means of analysis (colour, 

acidity number) which ie repeated every 2,000 hours of operation. 

Staff requirements 

The staff required is lees numerous than might be assumed. 

By having the long-term lubrications (monthly lubrication for example) 

carried out by the maintenance department, and the short-term lubrications 

(daily and weekly) by the workers operating the machines, the TARBBS Atolier 

de Construction which we have already mentioned provides maintenance for 

more than 600 machine tools with a staff of four. 

MAINTENANCE FROFgBLr SPKAKIMC 

Maintenance properly speaking includes two separate operations; 

1» Worwal maintenance confined to the repairs required in case 

of unsatisfactory operation of the machines. 

2* Overhaul or rebuilding involving large repairs required in case 

of loss of accuracy of the machine. 

*• »OHMAL PREVENTIVE MAIMTBKAECK 

The idea is to establish a plan for the periodic adjustment or 

replacement of certain parts of the machine - a plan which must be based 

on a permanent checking of the normal functioning of the machinesi 

- oheok the consumption of the machine running idle at various 

operating speeds, 

- check any changes in the mechanical effioiency curve, 

- note any abnormal noise ->r vibration. 

A prior analysis of the equipment to be protected should obviously 

be made and, on the basis of the maintenance reports, a statistioal analysis 

of operating inoidente and accidents likely to occur, should be prepared. 

Are breakdowns chronic in nature or accidental? Is the wear and 

tear observed normal or not? Such an analysis may, moreover, suggest 

certain technical improvemente in the equipment to be maintained. Facilities 

for prevention should then be set up, with planning of maintenance operations 

designed to keep costs to a minimum. 



Under these conditions it is appropriate to draw up preventive 

maintenance instructions aa woil au machine records (description of 

machine condition and operating historv  and to provide for regular 

inspection of maintenance operations. 

A special planning department with a purely administrative role, 

coming directly under management, should "be set up (the work of the 

maintenance staff should remain strictly technical). ThiB department 

sends blank orders to the maintenance department which, while responsible 

for emergency jobs, carries out the planned maintenance as appropriate. 

It constantly supervises the coet of maintenance operations (time assigned 

to maintenance properly speaking). The times assigned must always be 

adjusted in the light of the experience acquired. 

Maintenance, by its very nature, does not lend itself to a completely 

rational type of organization, but that part of maintenance which cannot 

be foreseen and which is beyond control must be kept to a minimum by a 

thorough and continuing review of past experience. 

For the processing of maintenance records, depending on the size of 

the firm, either ordinary cards or punch cards may be used, or in the case 

of large companies, electromechanical accounting machines may make it 

possible, for example, to file in a few minutes the various job voucher» 

according to ty, 3  of part replaced. (T i8 system pay8 of: as soon as the 

maintenance staff reaches ten„) 

Frequency of inspection of criticai pointa 

Here we should follow the pattern commonly set in the motor car 

industry, where the frequency for oil changes, spark-plug and tyre 

replacements xe  specifically laid down. At the beginning, guidance may 

be sought from the manufacturers of the equipment, and later on, further 

guidance will be provided by the results indicated in maintenance reports. 

Staff numbers 

In determining the staff necessary, due provision should be made for 

emergency jobs and repairs which cannot be avoided, (for example, accidente). 
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Store room for spares 

The main objective should be to k«tep the stock oí scares to a 

minimum, for it represents u  ..or.-piOv_,.Uve use of capital, but as in 

determining staff numbers, due provision should be made for possible 

unforeseeable breakdowns und accidents. Moreover, the simplification 

of maintenance leaos to the standardisation of equipment and henoe of 

spare parts. 

B. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

The preventive maintenance plan must be based on a close review 

of changes ir the accuracy of machines over a period of time* 

- oheck the amount of scrap, 

- check any changes in the machining accuracy (for example, 

information on the inspection cards), 

- check any changes in geometrical precisioni spindle play, wear 

of slideways, using teams of workers specialised in the 

inspection of machine tools and equipped with the necessary 

measuring devioes (Btraight-edges, test mandrels, cylinders 

between centres, dial gauges, levels, microscopes, etc) 

Criteria determining the need for overhaul 

As a firs* approach, the followir.,? criteria may be «doptedi 

A finishing machine may usefully be sent for overhaul whan the 

machining aocuracy is equal only to permissible deviations 2 or 2#5 times 

larger than those specified in ISO recommendations. In the cas« of 

roughing machines, tolerances may be exceeded by 3 or 3.5 times, (see annex) 

Of course, finishing machines which require overhaul because of lack 

of preoision may, if it is deemed possible, be assigned without reoonditioning 

to the roughing workshop. 

Lastly, it ehould be pointed out that in practice the need fear overhaul 

is observed only after a certain number of yean of operation, 5 to 10 years, 

and »onetimes much more. We have seen single spindle bar automatics which 

have been working for 20 years without having required overhaul, and which 

continue to provide acceptable aocuracy.  Machine tools have a long useful 

lifetime. In tool rooms the average life may be up to 20 years; in tto 

production shop it may vary from 10 to 20 years but very often the machine 

is obsolete before being worn out. 

•mm 
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Machine tool repair ahPUB 

There are very few machine tool manufacturers who have a department 

for rebuilding the machine tools which they have sold to their customers. 

Even if repair companies for machine tools do exist, their numbers are 

very «mall and their resources would be rapidly exhausted if many first 

required their services at the same time.   Thus, the users of machine 

tools usually have to repair and reoondition their machines themselves. 

This is true for example, of automobili manufacturers. 

Before a major overhaul it is appropriate to take account of the 

coat of it« replacement by a new machine. Complete reconditioning is 

carried out only if its cost does not exceed n # of the present prie« 

of the new machine, n being a function of the age and the extent of wear 

of the machine. Thus, in the case of a machine less than 6 years old, 

n is taken as - 65, and if it is more than 18 years old, n - 45. (These 

co-efficients express the fact that there is little point in reconditioning 

machines which are very old and perhaps obsolete, unless the cost of repair 

is very low). 

More generally one may say that the cost of a major overhaul for a 

medium sized machine tool is cj0 to 60 per cent of the cost of a new machine. 

This percentage is 25 to 30 per cent in the case of heavy machinery. 

As regards machine tool repairing, instruction manuals for maintenance 

and repair are usually suitable. It is not always the case with second- 

hand machine tools and we may add that finding spare parts for second-hand 

equipment is often a problem ; very  often spare parts have to be manufactured 

by the customer himself. 

3PKCIU, ciac qy MACBIMBS LAID UP 

It may ocnur that «mohines are laid up for several months. In this 

connexion it should then not be forgotten that machines laid up may suffer 

from the effeots of oorroeion. They must therefore be protected accordingly. 

The first action to take is careful cleaning to eliminate any machining 

wastes (swarf, chips, cutting fluids), as well as used lubricants. To be 

effective, such cleaning usually requires the dismantling of oertain 

machins parts. 

The seoond action consists of applying protective products (special oils) 

to the machined parts likely to oxydise (slideways). On this specific point, 

which would require too much explanation, we refer the reader to the journals 

published by specialised firms such as Houghton,for example. 
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However, after thorough cleaning of the machine, a eecond possible 

solution is running without load at regular intervale (a few hours every 

three months, for example). 

If the machine is stored in premises where there is much duet, son« 

simple protection against dust may be provided. 

COHCLUSION 

In order to keep equipment in permanent working order with a 

minimum expenditure of time and resources it is necessary to institute 

a maintenance system (overhaul, preventive operationsj check tò ensure 

the equipment is in good condition, that it is properly operated and 

lubricated, that minor troubles are corrected. 

It is a fact that a repair and maintenance system is a must even in 

the early phases of industrialization. 

Our intention has not been to provide the participants in the 

VABNA seminar with ready-made recipes for the creation of machine tool« 

repair shops or for the training of technicians and repairmen, but rather 

to draw their attention both to the usefulness and the difficulties of 

the many tasks involved in maintenance of machine tools. 

It goes without saying that we are thinking more particularly of 

the traditional type of machine tool (lathes, milling machines, boring 

and drilling machines), for gear-cutting machine«, special machines «to,, 

pose problems sometimes much more difficult to solve. One must not forget 

that up to date knowledge of electrical circuits, hydraulics, electronics 

is necessary for the maintenance of modern machine tools. ** 

-*  Beoause of the fact that this equipment includes highly complex 
electronic control circuits, the maintenance of N/C machine tools 
raises new problems. 
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• he fact must also be  borne  in ¡nind that  the reconditioning of a 

• machine requires a preliminary dismantling of the main parts in order 

I      to be able to judge whether reconditioning is advisable or whether eoo,e 

parts have to be replaced, as weil as to determine  the time necessary to 

carry out the operations envisaged, without overlooking the time required 

for the operations of re-assembly,  setting and inepection.    This ia enough 

to indicate that the    estimate alone for the work to be carried  out  is 

quite expensive to prepare, and furthermore,  calls for competent specialized 

staff.    It is with all  these difficulties in mind  that we think it advisable 

to suggest to the developing countries that they consider the reconditioning 

for the time being, only of those machines which are of the conventional type 

and the most widely used in mechanical workshops. 

In any event we are ready to provide any organization interested, with 

bibliographic references, through UNIDO if necessary, concerning this subject, 

which w« have intentionally dealt with in general terms without going into detail. 
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ANWEX   i 

Insofar M the maintenance of machine tool« is concerned, it is 

important,  in order to reduce inspection costs, to make a choice among 

the verifications specified in ISO re commenda t ione with respect to the 

testing of machine tools, (see Annex II) 

The most important points to be inspected as regards accuracy 

are obviously the run-out and the periodical axial slip of spindles, 

as well as the straightneas of the travel of work-piece or tool-holder 

carriage».    OD a lathe, for example, special attention must be paid to 

the etreightnee« of movement of the tool in the horisontal plane (an 

increasing lack of etraightnee« indioates wear in the slidewaye of the 

bad and of the carriage which causes lack of cylindrioity in the 

work-piece)• 

As for excessive run-out, it is due to wear of the spindle bearings, 

and increased periodical axial slip results from a defective conditi«« 

of the thruet bearings; in this case, the faces turned on the lath« by 

transverse movement of the tool are lacking in flatness. 

Of oourse, in carrying out these inspections it is appropriai« to 

us« the methods speoified in the ISO Test Code for Machine Tools 

(180 Recommendation B 230), as well as the measuring device« mentioned thereini 

- mandrels 

- cylinders between canters 

- straight edges 

- squares 

- dial gauges 

- levels 

After the«« instruments have been purchased or made, (some are not 

available on the market, namely, mándele and cylinders, and the user is 

compelled to make them himself), they must be carefully checked. Tim«, 

dial gauge« should be in accordance with recommendation ISO R 463, «ai 

not only their accuracy should be calibrated, but also the variation in 

the local measuring foro« at different points, which should not exoeed 60 

Finally, a« a general rule, a good dial gauge accurate to o.l am 

should always be preferred to an unreliable gauge to o.OOl mm.   Furtheraot 

It i« assenti«! to train qualified teams for testiagt    rfeasuring devio«« 

mmt be handled with caution and knowledge, so that thorough,praotioal 

and theoretical training is e. pr«r«qui»ite to th«lr u«e. 
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I   believe  it uaetul   to mutton that French standard MF I 60 -  HX) 

of June  1%'),  which  oorreaponds  to the  ISO Hecunwendatmna H ¿}o 

"Teat Code for machine  tool«",  ha«  been «implemented  b, a .«.I]   handbook 

of  17  page, on wlroh«.     We would adv^,   »u   Uchni-..Un.   interested 

to  obtain and  consult  this  handbook.     It   i. »va! lab!«   through  their 

national  a tanda rd i »at ion associations:    ln* title,    Standard M F I 60-1 y) 

of July  1965 "General  Information on Metrology  for Workshops».     Phis   is 

a collection of very  useful advice for anyone wishing  to do metrology 

under satisfactory  conditions m  the machine  tools  field.    It is a  fact 

that «any users of machine  tools are not familiar with some elementary 

ideas of metrology a*«!   thus  it was deemed extremely  useful,  in France, 

to provide then with  thie knowledge. 

In our opinion  it  is  important for the developing countries  to 

possess maintenance services wrll  organized with a trained staff and 

proper equipment,    •'hila the mam task of   these services is to prolong 

the life of the national machine park,   they should also report on 

equipment «litre performance is below standard,  so that the producer of 

this equipment may be excluded from the  i ist of suppliers. 
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ANKE*  II 

rUESUff STATUS UP STAXDAftPlZA'flON  (F TEST CUMDIT3CJÌ3 

OF MACH 1Kb. TOOLS 

For some years now international efforts have been under way with 

a view to replacing by  ISO recommendations,  teet conditions whioh 

differed fro» one industrial country to another. 

a) Aa of new, the  two following documents have been published. 

ISO R 230 

ISO R HOI  (April  1970)    "eut conditions  for milling machines with 

table of vari ab] PI height with honsontal  or vertical 

spindle - testing of the accuracy, 

ISO B  1708 (April   1970)    meet conditions  for general purpose 

parallel   lathes - testing of   the accuracy« 

b) Other recommendations have been drawn up which should soon be) 

published in Geneva;     Test conditions for 

- milling machines with  tabi* of fixed height with horisontal 

or vertical  spindle 

- external cylindrical grinding machines 

- internal cylindrical grinding machines 

- surface grinding machines with vertical grinding wheel spindle 

and  reciprocating table. 

c) The following test conditions are now under study fori 

pillar type vertioal drilling machines 

- box type vertioal  drilling machines 

- radial drilling machines with the arm adjustable in height. 

d) Hext, the test conditions for boring and milling machines with 

a fixed or movable column, will be studied. 

The delegates who attended the Moscow symposium in September - 

October 1966 will note that their wishes have not remained a dead 

letter and that the international standardisation of machine tool  test 

conditions has made progreso and is still moving ahead steadily. 






